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Abstract

The macroscopic oxygen ion conductivity in doped ceria is determined by the mi-

croscopic activation energy barriers and jump attempt frequencies of oxygen ion jumps.

While the in�uence of the local jump environment on the migration energy is widely

investigated, its in�uence on the attempt frequency is rarely investigated. In this work,

attempt frequencies in Sm, Yb and Gd doped ceria are calculated using density func-

tional theory. Moreover, ionic conductivities for varying local jump attempt frequencies

in di�erent jump environments are investigated using Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations.
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For doping along the migration pathway, where the migrating oxygen ion passes

between two adjacent cations, large dopants lead to an increase and small dopants to

a decrease in the attempt frequency. Sm doping in nearest neighborhood to the start

position of the migrating oxygen vacancy also leads to an increase in attempt frequency.

Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations show that at intermediate Sm dopant fractions oxygen

vacancies frequently jump towards and away from dopants explaining why Sm doped

ceria has one of the highest conductivities reported for a ternary cerium oxide due to its

low dopant-oxygen vacancy association in both nearest and next-nearest neighborhood.

Introduction

The ionic conductivity is a key property for applications including Solid Oxide Fuel Cells and

Solid Oxide Electrolyzer Cells for energy storage,1,2 oxygen sensors similar to the lambda

sensor in cars, which controls the combustion of fuel,3 as well as oxygen membranes.4�7 For

a better understanding, oxygen ion conductivities have been calculated in the commonly

used material rare-earth doped ceria using analytical models,8�12 Molecular Dynamics (MD)

simulations,13�18 and Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations.19�29

Ab initio based ionic conductivities were especially calculated using KMC simulations

with parameters that were obtained from density functional theory (DFT).23�29 Instead

of propagating the classical equations of motions forward in time and simulating atomic

vibrations in time steps of about 10−15 s, which is done in MD, KMC simulations use the

knowledge that systems typically evolve with time through di�usive jumps from state to

state.19,30,31 These occasional jumps shall be limited by an energy barrier Emig,p, which has

to be surmounted by the system for each pathway of an oxygen ion p. As the transition rate

Γp = ν0,p·e
−

∆Emig,p
kBT with the attempt frequency ν0,p depends only on the initial and transition

state according to the transition state theory,32�34 the KMC method is a Markov process.

The attempt frequency ν0,p depends on the temperature T , the vibrational energy di�er-

ence ∆Evib,p, and, in particular, the vibrational entropy di�erence ∆Svib,p between initial and
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transition state.34 In literature, only few studies calculated the attempt frequency in doped

ceria. Dholabhai et al. calculated the attempt frequency for praseodymium doped ceria by

means of density functional theory with a Hubbard U parameter (DFT+U ) resulting in

5 · 1012 s−1 for one of many possible ionic con�gurations.23 However, only the Gamma point

phonons were considered. Attempt frequencies for di�erent ionic con�gurations are rarely

calculated. Tarancón et al. used classical MD to indirectly calculate attempt frequencies for

Ce0.92Gd0.08O1.96 resulting in (5.4± 0.3) ·1012 s−1 for jumps through an edge formed both by

two host cations (Ce-Ce edge, see Fig. 1) or one dopant and one host cation (Ce-Gd edge).16

For Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, the migration energies and the attempt frequencies

must be known for all occurring jump con�gurations containing multiple dopants and oxygen

vacancies at various positions. The attempt frequency is often assumed to be a constant

estimated value for all occurring jumps in the doped system.23 However, attempt frequencies

can easily di�er between jump con�gurations by a factor of three as shown in our earlier

publication for Sm doped ceria.34 In this work, we will extend our work to further jump

con�gurations as well as to Yb and Gd doped ceria. Moreover, we will show the e�ect of the

jump attempt frequencies on the ionic conductivity in doped ceria. Understanding the e�ect

of the jump attempt frequency on the ionic conductivity provides an important contribution

to the future development of sustainable and e�cient materials.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we discuss the oxygen di�usion in ceria,

the transition state theory according to Eyring and Vineyard and the attempt frequency in

pure and Sm doped ceria for doping at the migration edge. In section 3, computational details

according to the general computational setup and the phonon calculations are described. In

section 4, we present our results for the attempt frequencies in Sm, Yb and Gd ceria. Finally,

we show the in�uence of varying local jump attempt frequencies on the ionic conductivity.

In section 5, we give a short summary.
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Theory

Ceria (CeO2) has the �uorite structure (Fm3m) for temperatures between room tempera-

ture and the melting point.35�37 The cations are positioned in a face-centered cubic lattice

while the anions �ll the tetrahedral holes leading to a primitive cubic anion lattice. Oxygen

vacancies lead to ionic conductivity as oxygen ions can jump to a vacant lattice site (hop-

ping mechanism). For the oxygen ion conductivity, jumps of oxygen ions or vacancies occur

mainly between adjacent tetrahedral oxygen sites in (100) direction38 with the experimental

jump distance l given by half of the unit cell length at room temperature.36 Along the mi-

gration pathway, the migrating oxygen ion passes between two adjacent cations, which form

a �migration edge� as shown in Fig. 1.27,39

In doped ceria, defects are predominantly created by doping.40 In this work, cerium

oxide CeO2 is doped with lower valent rare-earth oxides RE2O3. This leads to the creation

of oxygen vacancies as shown in Eq. 1 in Kröger-Vink notation.36

RE2O3 −−→ 2 RE
′

Ce + 3 O×
O + V••

O (1)

As a result, oxygen vacancies are the majority defects with a concentration controlled by the

dopant fraction according to
[
RE

′

Ce

]
= 2
[
V••
O

]
. Doping is limited by solubility. For Sm, Yb

and Gd doped ceria, large solubilities above x = 0.3 have been reported,41�45 It is known that

under oxygen-poor conditions ceria can be reduced leading to the formation of polarons46,47

Figure 1: Possible migration edge con�gurations in samarium doped ceria. Ce-Ce edge (left),
Ce-Sm edge (middle) and Sm-Sm edge (right). Cerium ions (green), samarium ions (blue),
oxygen ions (red spheres) and oxygen vacancies (red boxes).27 - Reproduced by permission
of the PCCP Owner Societies
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and a number of theoretical studies have been dedicated to this subject.48�54 However, we

restrict our simulations to conditions were the electronic conductivity is signi�cantly smaller

than the ionic conductivity and thus can be neglected.

For better clarity, we consider at �rst only one out of all possible jump processes shown

e.g. in Fig. 1. The transition rate and the attempt frequency for this process are given by the

transition state theory according to Eyring32 and Vineyard.33 The Eyring formula for the

jump rate at constant volume (Eq. 2) is obtained by assuming a quasi-equilibrium between

the initial state (IS) and transition state (TS):32,34

Γ (V, T ) =
kBT

h
e

∆Svib(V,T )

kB e
−∆Evib(V,T )

kBT︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν0(V,T )

e
−∆E0

el(V )

kBT (2)

where ∆E0
el is the electronic energy di�erence, ∆Evib is the vibrational energy di�erence and

∆Svib the entropy di�erence of initial and transition state, T is the absolute temperature, V

is the cell volume, kB is the Boltzmann constant and h is the Planck constant. The transi-

tion rate in Eq. 2 is a product of an attempt frequency, here ν0 (V, T ), and an exponential

term containing the electronic energy di�erence, ∆E0
el (V ). The de�nition of the attempt

frequency according to Eyring in Eq. 2 is commonly used in literature. In general, ν0 (V, T )

is independent of temperature at high temperatures.34,55,56 The electronic energy di�erence

∆E0
el is obtained from ab initio DFT calculations at T = 0 K and is, thus, independent of

temperature.

Vineyard adapted Eyring's concept in the approximation of high temperatures and for

vibrational frequencies of atoms that are, however, calculated only at the Gamma point. As

shown in our earlier work, Vineyard's formula can be adapted to include lattice vibrations
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that are calculated for any phonon mesh:34

ν0 =

M∏
q

N∏
i

νq,i
1
M

M∏
m

N−1∏
j

νm,j
1
M

. (3)

where νq,i and νm,j are the normal frequencies of lattice vibrations in the initial state (nom-

inator in Eq. 3) and transition state (denominator in Eq. 3) for M discrete wave vectors

with the indexes q and m. Here, the N or N − 1 phonon bands, equivalent to the degrees

of freedom, have the indexes i and j for the initial and transition state, respectively. If only

the Gamma point is considered (M = 1), the classical Vineyard formula is obtained.

All phonon calculations in this work are performed for a constant volume that was derived

for bulk ceria at the absolute zero. The isobaric behavior can be investigated at a pressure

of p = 0 by determining the minimum of the free energy for di�erent volumes at given

temperatures. Due to the high computational demand of phonon calculations, it is commonly

assumed that the change in vibrational entropy with volume,
(
∂Svib
∂V

)
T
, is identical for the

defect-free bulk, the defective cell in the initial state, and the defective cell in the transition

state as well.57,58 Then, the entropy of migration is given according to:53

∆Svib (p, T ) = ∆Svib (V (p, T ) , T )

= ∆Svib (V0, T ) +

∫ VIS(p,T )+∆V

VIS(p,T )

(
∂Svib
∂V

)bulk

T

dV

= ∆Svib (V0, T ) + αVBT ·∆V, (4)

with the equilibrium volume V0, the volumetric thermal expansion coe�cient αV , the bulk

modulus BT , the change in volume between the transition state and initial state at con-

stant pressure ∆V = VTS (p = 0, T )− VIS (p = 0, T ), which is assumed to be independent of

temperature.

Therewith, the Eyring formula (Eq. 2) can be easily modi�ed to investigate isobaric be-
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havior. Subsequently, the Eyring formula can again be approximated for high temperatures.

This results into a modi�ed form of the generalized Vineyard result (Eq. 3):59

ν0 (p) =

∏
q,i

νq,i
1
M∏

m,j

νm,j
1
M

exp
(
αVBT∆V

kB

)
. (5)

In our earlier work, the attempt frequency for an oxygen ion jump in pure ceria and

Sm doping at the migration edge was calculated.34 Convergence checks of the phonon mesh

revealed that the common reduction to the Gamma point is not su�cient to calculate the

attempt frequency. Calculations of Sm doped ceria revealed an unchanged attempt frequency

for jumps through a Ce-Sm edge due to a curved oxygen migration path (Table 1). However,

for jumps through a Sm-Sm edge, an increase of the attempt frequency was found. Also, a

linear correlation between the migration energies ∆E0
el and the di�erence of the distances

of the edge cations between the transition and initial state, dTS − dIS, was found. For larger

widening of the edge cations, larger migration energies are found. Similarly, the attempt

frequency correlates with the edge cation distance in the transition state dTS. For the Ce-

Ce and Ce-Sm edge ν0 and dTS are similar, respectively. However, both values increase

signi�cantly for the Sm-Sm edge.

Table 1: Electronic migration energies for di�erent migration con�gurations (Eq. 2), distances
of the edge cations in the initial and the transition state and attempt frequencies ν0 (V, T ) for
an oxygen-vacancy exchange process (Vineyard, Eq. 3) at constant volume (V = const.).34

- Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies

migration dIS dTS dTS − dIS ∆E0
el (V, T ) ν0 (V, T )

edge (Å) (Å) (Å) (eV) (s−1)
Ce-Ce 4.148 4.267 0.119 0.587 1.47 · 1012

Ce-Sm 4.142 4.268 0.126 0.759 1.49 · 1012

Sm-Sm 4.141 4.280 0.139 1.166 4.30 · 1012

For the constant pressure case (p = 0), the hydrostatic pressure in the constant volume

case, which is caused by the defect creation compared to the defect-free cell, results in a

volume compression for the Ce-Ce, Ce-Sm edge and an expansion for the Sm-Sm edge for
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Table 2: Electronic migration energies for di�erent migration con�gurations, changes in vol-
ume between transition state and initial state ∆V and oxygen vacancy attempt frequencies
ν0 (p, T ) (Vineyard) at constant pressure (p = 0) and 900 K.34 - Reproduced by permission
of the PCCP Owner Societies

migration ∆E0
el (p, T ) ∆V ν0 (p, T )

edge (eV) (Å3) (s−1)
Ce-Ce 0.602 3.06 7.67 · 1012

Ce-Sm 0.769 3.01 7.52 · 1012

Sm-Sm 1.162 2.64 1.79 · 1013

initial and transition state. As a result, the volume change between the transition state and

initial state ∆V is similar for the Ce-Ce and Ce-Sm edge and slightly smaller for the Sm-Sm

edge (see Table 2). The attempt frequency increases compared to the constant volume case.

The calculated attempt frequencies are in the range of the usually assumed values (1012 �

1013 s−1) and similar to experimental Debye frequencies in pure, Sm and Yb doped ceria,

which are between 8 · 1012 and 10 · 1012 s−1 according to ultrasonic pulse, speci�c heat and

thermal expansion coe�cient measurements.60�63

The ionic conductivity σi of oxygen ions (i = O2−) or vacancies (i = V••
O ) is proportional

to their squared charge z2
i e

2, concentration ni and mechanical mobility bi (Eq. 6). For non-

interacting defects, the mobility is related to the di�usion coe�cient Di by the classical

Einstein relation with the Boltzmann constant kB and the absolute temperature T . Though

this approximation fails for most doped materials, it is often used to analyze experimental

results. Both di�usion coe�cients (DO2− and DV••O
) depend on the weighted mean jump rate

of all oxygen ions (ΓO2−) or vacancies (ΓV••O
) to one nearest neighbor site. In this work, jumps

to other lattice sites are neglected according to Nakayama and Martin.38 In Eq. 6, l is the

jump distance and γ is the geometrical factor, which includes the number of jump sites np

and the dimension of di�usion d and is γ = np
2d

= 1 in a primitive cubic lattice, e.g. the oxygen

sublattice in ceria.55,64 The jump rate can be described by an Arrhenius equation (Eq. 7)

with the apparent activation enthalpy ∆Ha. The apparent activation enthalpy describes the

experimentally determined dependence of the di�usion coe�cient on temperature and can
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be calculated from the slope of a plot ln Γi versus 1/T .

σi = ni·z2
i e

2·bi, where bi =
Di

kBT
and Di = γl2·Γi. (6)

Γi = νexp,i·e
−∆Ha

kBT (7)

Therefore, the pre-exponential factor for di�usion D0,i = γl2·νexp,i depends on the mean

experimental attempt frequency νexp,i, which was already discussed in detail in our earlier

publication.34 Naturally, deviations in the activation enthalpy, which appears in the expo-

nential term, possess a stronger in�uence on the jump rate than deviations in the attempt

frequency.

As a result, the activation enthalpy can be extracted from the conductivity according to

σi =
A

T
e
−∆Ha

kBT (8)

with the parameter A. In doped ceria, a variety of ionic con�gurations occurs, which leads to a

variety of jump environments and possibly di�erent local attempt frequencies. The extracted

activation enthalpy ∆Ha is therefore a macroscopic property in�uenced by all jumps.

Computational details

All calculations were performed by means of density functional theory within the generalized

gradient approximation (GGA) according to Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof65 (PBE) and the

projector augmented-wave method66 (PAW) using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package

(VASP).67,68 Plane waves with an energy cuto� of 500 eV and a 2× 2× 2 Monkhorst-Pack

k-point mesh for the simulation cell constructed from 16 unit cells were applied according

to earlier publications.28,34,53 The convergence parameters for electronic and ionic relaxation

were set to 10−8 eV and 10−4 eV/Å, respectively, to guarantee a su�cient accuracy of the

calculated forces. The 5s25p66s25d14f1 electrons of the cerium atoms, the 5s25p66s25d1 elec-
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trons of the samarium atoms, the 5p66s25d1 electrons of the gadolinium atoms, the 5p66s2

electrons of the ytterbium atoms and the 2s22p4 electrons of the oxygen atoms were treated

as valence electrons. A Hubbard U parameter was introduced to account for the localization

of strongly correlated electrons by the rotational invariant approach.69 A value of 5 eV for

the 4f-orbitals of cerium was chosen according to earlier studies.25,70�77 For all defective cells,

the total number of electrons in the cell was adapted to reproduce the actual charge state of

the di�erent defects, e.g. (Ce64O127)2+ for a simulation cell containing one oxygen vacancy.

Though charge-neutral cells containing defects according to Eq. 1 without adjustment of

the number of electrons would be preferable, in this work, interactions between defects shall

be limited. Therefore, charge-neutral cells with large distances between defects are virtually

divided into oppositely charged cells. Charged cells are calculated by VASP assuming a neu-

tralizing background charge, which is a valid approach as shown in literature.78 A lattice

constant of 5.49 Å was calculated for defect-free ceria using the Birch-Murnaghan equation

of state, which is larger than the experimental lattice parameter due to the chosen set of

parameters,79�81 and applied for all calculations as performed in literature.51,52,82 For all cal-

culations, the internal atomic positions in the cell were relaxed (changed to minimize the

energy of the cell) without changing the lattice parameter.

The nudged elastic band method83,84 (NEB) was applied to investigate the transition

states and the minimum energy pathways. One ionic con�guration for the saddle point con-

�guration (`image') was interpolated from the initial and �nal state of the migration process.

Tests with more than one intermediate image between the initial and �nal con�guration of

the migration showed no di�erences in the migration energies. The same is true for tests

using the climbing image nudged elastic band method85 (CI-NEB). The internal atomic po-

sitions in the cell were relaxed without changing the lattice parameter. An exception is the

calculation of the migration barrier ∆E0
el (p, T ) and volume ∆V at p = 0, where the cell

volume was relaxed.

The phonon frequencies at constant volume were calculated using the �nite di�erence
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method discussed by Parlinski et al.86 with the commercial software MedeA. All investi-

gated structures were relaxed according to the parameters given above. Starting from these

structures, cells with atomic displacements of ±0.005 Å were created automatically. For all

created cells the electronic ground state was calculated and the Hellmann-Feynman forces

acting on the ions were used to build the force constant matrix. After Fourier transforma-

tion, the diagonalization of the dynamical matrix yielded the phonon frequencies at di�erent

q-points. No longitudinal/transverse optical splitting (LO/TO) was applied according to

earlier studies.34,53 Phonon dispersions for the initial and the transition state of the migra-

tion showed minor contributions of imaginary frequencies at some q-points in the vicinity

of the Gamma point that were disregarded symmetrically in initial and transition state in

agreement with our earlier publication.34

Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations were performed according to an earlier work in

a 16× 16× 16 supercell with 49152 ions or vacancies and periodic boundary conditions.28,87

Random lattice con�gurations were used. Anion sublattices were equilibrated by 100 Monte

Carlo Steps per particle. Simulations of the ionic conductivity were repeated at least ten

times each with 100 Monte Carlo Steps per particle. The standard error on the conductivity

results primarily from the use of di�erent starting lattices. The migration energy model for

an interaction radius of 5.49 Å and the applied energies from density functional theory are

given in our earlier publication.28

Results and discussion

Gd and Yb Doping at the Migration Edge

In this work, the attempt frequency for Gd and Yb doped ceria was calculated in the con-

stant volume case as a function of the three possible migration edge con�gurations shown in

Fig. 1. While for Sm doped ceria the attempt frequency increases linearly with the distance

of the edge cations in the transition state, this simple relationship between geometry and
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attempt frequency fails for other dopants. Table 3 and Fig. 2 show that smaller dopant radii

(compared to Ce4+) lead to lower attempt frequencies. The oxygen-vacancy exchange process

through the Ce-Gd migration edge possesses a smaller attempt frequency than through the

Ce-Ce edge. For Yb doped ceria, even a decrease in attempt frequency for increasing number

of Yb dopants at the migration edge can be found. Surprisingly, for all three con�gura-

tions (Ce-Gd, Ce-Yb and Yb-Yb), the migration barrier is larger than in pure ceria. Simple

models considering only the potential energy landscape around the initial state predict that

higher barriers lead to steep potential energies landscapes in the initial state and, therefore,

to higher attempt frequencies. The decrease in attempt frequency for con�gurations with

higher migration energies contradicts this assumption and emphasizes the importance of the

transition state and the calculation of the phonon dispersion. Independent of this result, for

either the Ce-RE or the RE-RE edge, both the migration energy and the attempt frequency

increase with increasing dopant radius. This increase is steeper for the double-doped migra-

tion edge. We conclude, large dopants lead to an increase and small dopants to a decrease

in attempt frequency with doping from one to two dopants at the migration edge.

Table 3: Electronic migration energies for di�erent migration con�gurations, distances of the
edge cations in the initial and the transition state and oxygen vacancy attempt frequencies
ν0 (V, T ) (Vineyard) at constant volume (V = const.)

migration dIS dTS dTS − dIS ∆E0
el (V, T ) ν0 (V, T )

edge (Å) (Å) (Å) (eV) (s−1)
Ce-Ce 4.148 4.267 0.119 0.587 1.47 · 1012

Ce-Gd 4.145 4.253 0.108 0.694 1.28 · 1012

Gd-Gd 4.148 4.244 0.096 1.015 2.31 · 1012

Ce-Yb 4.125 4.256 0.131 0.694 1.14 · 1012

Yb-Yb 4.235 4.473 0.238 0.705 0.97 · 1012

In the constant pressure case, the change in volume between the transition state and

initial state ∆V is smaller in Gd and Yb doped ceria (Table 4) than in Sm doped ceria

(Table 2). In fact, a decrease in ∆V with decreasing ionic radius is found. Smaller dopants

lead to smaller volume expansions during the migration. As a result, the attempt frequency

at constant pressure increases compared to the constant volume case by a factor of about
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Figure 2: Oxygen vacancy attempt frequency according to phonon calculations for pure
and Sm, Gd and Yb doped ceria in harmonic approximation calculated using the Vineyard
method.
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four/two for the Ce-Gd/Ce-Yb edge and three for the Gd-Gd and Yb-Yb edge at 900 K.

Similar to Sm doped ceria, the change in the electronic migration energies is small.

Table 4: Electronic migration energies for di�erent migration con�gurations, changes in vol-
ume between transition state and initial state ∆V and oxygen vacancy attempt frequencies
ν0 (p, T ) (Vineyard) at constant pressure (p = 0) and 900 K

migration ∆E0
el (p, T ) ∆V ν0 (p, T )

edge (eV) (Å3) (s−1)
Ce-Ce 0.602 3.06 7.67 · 1012

Ce-Gd 0.724 2.67 5.40 · 1012

Gd-Gd 1.026 2.20 7.55 · 1012

Ce-Yb 0.732 1.59 2.70 · 1012

Yb-Yb 0.723 1.75 2.48 · 1012

Sm Doping in Nearest Neighborhood

Figure 3: Jump environment with a dopant in nearest neighborhood to the start position
of the migrating oxygen vacancy (left). Cerium ions are green spheres, dopants are blue
spheres, the oxygen ion is a red sphere and the oxygen vacancy is a red cube. On the
right, the positions of the migrating oxygen vacancies are labeled start (s), center (c) and
destination (d).

For Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, the migration energies and the attempt frequencies

must be known for all occurring con�gurations containing multiple Sm dopants and oxygen

vacancies at various positions. The migration energies of all possible con�gurations can be

calculated by combining the three explicit migration edge energies (Fig. 1) with association
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energies between the migrating oxygen vacancy and the other adjacent defects according to

a pair interaction model proposed earlier.27 In our earlier work, the attempt frequencies of

the three edge con�gurations were assumed to be representative for all possible migration

con�gurations.34 In this study, we extend our study of the attempt frequencies to dopants

near the initial position of the oxygen vacancy, which can trap the oxygen vacancy leading

to an increase in migration energy. Figure 4 shows dopants in nearest neighborhood to the

start position of the migrating oxygen vacancy. For the constant volume case, similar to

doping at the migration edge, doping in nearest neighborhood to the start position of the

migrating oxygen vacancy with one ot two Sm dopants also leads to an increase in the

attempt frequency (Fig. 4 and Table 5). However, a maximum in attempt frequency is found

for a single Sm dopant in nearest neighborhood to the start position.

Table 5: Electronic migration energies for di�erent migration con�gurations, distances of the
edge cations in the initial and the transition state and oxygen vacancy attempt frequencies
ν0 (V, T ) (Vineyard) at constant volume (V = const.)

cations at dIS dTS dTS − dIS ∆E0
el (V, T ) ν0 (V, T )

start (Å) (Å) (Å) (eV) (s−1)
Ce, Ce 4.148 4.267 0.119 0.587 1.47 · 1012

Ce, Sm 4.153 4.270 0.118 0.562 2.01 · 1012

Sm, Sm 4.156 4.272 0.116 0.531 1.75 · 1012

For the constant pressure case, the attempt frequency increases monotonously with an

increasing amount of Sm dopants in nearest neighborhood to the start position of the mi-

grating oxygen vacancy (Table 6). This is surprising, as for Sm doping at the migration edge

the trend for the constant volume and constant pressure case was related. For an increas-

ing number of Sm dopants at the edge, the migration volume decreases. For an increasing

number of Sm dopants in nearest neighborhood to the start position, the migration volume

increases. While the volume of the supercell in the initial state is similar for dopants at

the edge and the start position, the volume expansion to the transition state is stronger for

dopants at the start position especially perpendicular to the direction of migration. This is

surprising, as the widening of the edge cation distance increases with doping at the edge
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while it decreases with doping at the start position. The volume expansion is therefore, as

shown by the relaxed structures, caused by long-range distortion.

Table 6: Electronic migration energies for di�erent migration con�gurations, changes in vol-
ume between transition state and initial state ∆V and oxygen vacancy attempt frequencies
ν0 (p, T ) (Vineyard) at constant pressure (p = 0)

cations at ∆E0
el (p, T ) ∆V ν0 (p, T )

start (eV) (Å3) (s−1)
Ce, Ce 0.602 3.06 7.67 · 1012

Ce, Sm 0.593 3.26 1.16 · 1013

Sm, Sm 0.525 3.82 1.37 · 1013

KMC Simulations with Varying Attempt Frequencies

Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations were performed with four di�erent sets of attempt frequen-

cies to investigate the in�uence of varying attempt frequencies on the ionic conductivity

in Sm doped ceria. At �rst, �xed identical attempt frequencies for all con�gurations with

ν0 (V, T ) from the pure ceria case were employed. Alternatively, for the three edge con�gura-

tions (Fig. 1) di�erent attempt frequencies according to the constant volume case were used

(see Table 3). The last two sets of attempt frequencies consider further varying attempt fre-

quencies: Additionally, varying attempt frequencies were introduced for dopants at the start

position (Fig. 3) based on the case for a single dopant. Scaling factors, given by the quo-

tient of attempt frequencies in doped relative to pure ceria, were multiplied to determine the

change of the attempt frequency of each local environment compared to pure ceria. Finally,

also varying attempt frequencies were introduced for dopants at the destination position

(Fig. 2), for which the same change compared to the start position was naively assumed as

a model simulation.

Figure 5 shows the very small in�uence on the ionic conductivity due to variations in the

frequency, which are caused by doping at the migration edge positions. The reason for the

small in�uence is the high migration energy for doped edges. Only at high dopant fractions

and high temperatures, a signi�cant in�uence can be found as, in this case, many doped
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Figure 5: KMC simulations of the ionic conductivity of Sm doped ceria at 500 ◦C (left) and
1100 ◦C (right) with �xed and varying attempt frequencies. Experimental values according
to Zhan et al.43 and Sanghavi et al.88 Lines are a guide to the eye only.

edges exist and su�cient thermal energy is available for jumps through these edges.

Varying the attempt frequency for doping of the start position has a signi�cant in�uence,

which starts at low temperature and intermediate dopant fractions. Vacancy jumps away

from dopants in nearest neighborhood position, which free trapped vacancies and feature a

large attempt frequency, appear often. Therefore, the ionic conductivity is increased.

If the same change in attempt frequency is assumed for jumps with dopants in the destina-

tion position, the ionic conductivity increases at intermediate dopants fractions and decreases

at high dopant fractions for 500 ◦C. For 1100 ◦C, the ionic conductivity decreases at high

dopant fractions. As an increase in attempt frequency for the destination position leads to an

increase in trapping of oxygen vacancies by dopant ions, a decrease in ionic conductivity can

be expected. The trapping increases at low temperature, as less thermal energy is available.

Therefore, the above-described increase in conductivity is surprising. This implicates that at

intermediate dopants fractions for 500 ◦C oxygen vacancies jump towards dopants but also

easily jump away from dopants. Increasing the frequency of the trapping processes, therefore,

increases the conductivity. For increasing dopant fractions, more Sm-Sm edges appear and

block the migrating oxygen vacancies. In our earlier publication, we already highlighted that
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Sm doped ceria has one of the highest conductivities reported for a ternary cerium oxide

due to its low two-step trapping properties (catch-and-hold principle).28 The �nding that

at intermediate dopants fractions oxygen vacancies frequently jump towards and away from

dopants completes the catch-and-hold principle explaining the high ionic conductivity in Sm

doped ceria. At 1100 ◦C, considerably more thermal energy is available to cross trapping

barriers so that the change in ionic conductivity is negligible. The conductivity is obviously

strongly in�uenced by trapping, especially at low and intermediate dopant fractions, and

blocking, especially at high dopant fractions. This result is in agreement with our earlier

publication where we pointed out that that trapping limits the maximum value of the ionic

conductivity and that blocking de�nes the dopant fraction of the ionic conductivity maxi-

mum.28 If the presence of a dopant changes the migration energy identically for forward and

backward jumps, the resulting energy contribution is referred to as blocking. If the change

in migration energy due to doping is di�erent for a forward and backward jump of a spe-

ci�c ionic con�guration, the resulting energy contributions are referred to as trapping. In

conclusion, the optimal dopant concentration is determined by an interplay of trapping and

blocking.

A comparison between experimental ionic conductivities of the bulk domain and the

result of the KMC simulations is shown in Fig. 5 (left). The experimental conductivities

scatter signi�cantly as discussed in our earlier publications.34,89 The trends of experimental

and theoretical results are in agreement. However, the scattering in experimental values is

signi�cantly larger than changes in the simulated conductivity between the di�erent vari-

ations in attempt frequency. Therefore, the use of varying attempt frequencies cannot be

experimentally veri�ed using conductivity measurements.

While ab initio calculations generally investigate microscopic properties, at the same time

the macroscopic conductivity can be �tted to an Arrhenius equation (Eqs. 6 and 7) to extract

the experimental apparent attempt frequency (or prefactor of di�usion) and the experimen-

tal activation enthalpy. The temperature dependence of the ionic conductivity (Fig. 5) can
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be naively estimated by applying the Arrhenius equation between 500 ◦C and 1100 ◦C. For

an increase in microscopic attempt frequency between the models, an increase in the ex-

perimental macroscopic attempt frequency νexp,V••O can be found. In contrast, the activation

enthalpy ∆Ha is similar for all models. The microscopic increase in local attempt frequency

does not in�uence the activation enthalpy. In our previous work, we showed that doping with

very small amounts of Sc, which has strong trapping properties, leads to an increase in both

experimental attempt frequency and activation enthalpy at low and intermediate tempera-

tures.34 A simple model with two alternating migration barriers throughout a cubic lattice

showed that the activation enthalpy is strongly in�uenced by the higher migration energy

and the attempt frequency is strongly in�uenced by the distribution of migration energies.

We conclude, the distribution of microscopic migration energies in�uences both macroscopic

attempt frequency and activation enthalpy. The distribution of microscopic attempt fre-

quencies in�uences the macroscopic attempt frequency but has only a small in�uence on the

activation enthalpy. Correlations between the macroscopic νexp,V••O and ∆Ha as discussed in

literature90�94 are, therefore, in the case of di�erently doped materials, caused by a change

in the microscopic distribution of migration energies.

Conclusions

In this work, the in�uence of the local jump environment on the attempt frequency was

investigated using density functional theory calculations. For doping at the migration edge,

large dopants lead to an increase and small dopants to a decrease in the attempt frequency.

In this way, doping can cause an increase in migration energy and a decrease in attempt

frequency. For individual edge con�gurations, migration energies and attempt frequencies

increase with increasing dopant radius. This increase is steeper for the double-doped migra-

tion edge. Sm doping in nearest neighborhood to the start position of the migrating oxygen

vacancy also leads to an increase in attempt frequency for more dopants.
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Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations predict a very small in�uence on the ionic conductivity if

varying attempt frequencies for di�erent jump environments are considered. At intermediate

dopants fractions, common di�usion paths cross dopant sites explaining why Sm doped ceria

has one of the highest conductivities reported for a ternary cerium oxide due to its low

two-step trapping properties. Trapping determines the conductivity at low and intermediate

dopant fractions. Blocking determines the conductivity at high dopant fractions. While a

distribution of microscopic migration energies in�uences both macroscopic attempt frequency

and activation enthalpy, a distribution of microscopic attempt frequencies in�uences the

macroscopic attempt frequency but has only a small in�uence on the activation enthalpy.
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